
 

Advanced Vehicular Matching Systems, Inc. 

Using leading edge artificial intelligence, we match your unique personal attributes to a classic historical vehicle bound 

to make you happy. Our clients report a 99.453% success rate in finding their dream car. I can work for you too! A 

sample report is show below for: 

 

Name: Withheld 

Address: Withheld 

Sex: Male 

Occupation: Stool sample examination technician 

Age: 46 

Sign: Aquarius 

Hobbies: Flying drones, golfing, miniature ponies 

Favourite Movie: The Sound of Music 

IQ: About 80 

Spectrum of desired vehicles submitted by client and reported on below: 

 Predicted Psychosocial Impact Rating 

 
1984 Monte Carlo SS 

 
Periods of euphoria interspersed with mixed satisfaction 
and a dull feeling of lower body numbness. Pride of 
ownership and status. Relative happiness. 

 
90% 

 
1979 Cadillac Eldorado 

 
Accelerating personal obesity and motivation issues. 
Loss of interest in the lower classes, a general sense of 
detachment like a catnip high. Intolerable arrogance 
resulting in divorce. 

 
50% 



 
1984 Dodge Charger 

Sudden intense buyer remorse culminating in mental 
illness. Social stigma and embarrassment. Loss of 
relationships, progressive sexual impotence. 

 
5% 

 
1969 Dodge Charger 

Toxic alpha dominant male syndrome. Intense periods 
of happiness and pride punctuated with intense fear of 
loss. Pride of ownership and sudden new friends, a 
sense of belonging and a vague feeling of growing 
personal worth. Testosterone reduction drugs 
prescribed resulting in genital shrinkage. Female 
attention flourishes. 

 
75% 

 
1968 Cougar 

 
Self worth and calmness, a deep feeling of solitude and 
aesthetic beauty roughly equivalent to Buddhist 
enlightenment. Pride of ownership and slowly increasing 
male hormones. A general purging of personal 
problems.  

 
90% 

 
1978 Camaro Z28 

 
An intense feeling of oneness with the universe. Sudden 
attention from unknown women. Substantial upper 
body muscle growth coupled with hair regrowth. Long 
term harmony with all. 
 

RECOMMENDED 

 
95% 

 
1978 Volvo 240 Station Wagon 

 
A bitter sense of worthlessness and self-hatred, reliable 
however. 

 
2% 



 
BTM Cheetah 

 
Psychedelic highs with attendant lows when seeking 
servicing. Gyrations in hormones that defy medical 
explanation spawn uncontrollable sexual urges and 
desire for 1960’s music. Schizophrenia. 

 
80% 

 
2005 Volkswagen Beetle 

 
Near-immediate psychiatric treatment coupled with 
high strength anti-depressants, culminating in medical 
suicide watch. 

 
1% 

 
This report has been compiled by Advanced Vehicular Matching Systems (AVMS) using artificial intelligence 
algorithms and is accurate 98.56 time out of 100, 4 times out of 5. AVMS assumes no responsibility for the 
recommendations made in this review. You are responsible for your own choice of a suitable vehicle, AVMS has done 
all it can for you and will not be held legally liable for any misinformation, disinformation, or distorted information 
present in this report. This report does not constitute legal advice. Consult a lawyer and doctor for professional advice 
before purchasing any vehicle. 
 

 


